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Ref. Location Collision ID Date Time Severity Light Weather
Road 
surface

Vehicle types Summary of collision Summary of cluster

NC78007 04/02/2014 16:30 Slight Daylight Fine Dry LGV / Car Car disobeyed traffic signal, collided with ongoing LGV and lost control.

NC94632 13/10/2015 21:51 Slight Dark with streetlights Fine Wet 2x Car
Driver failed to look properly and disobeyed traffic light and collided with an ongoing car, and subsequently 
collided with crash barrier off carriageway.

NC96194 12/12/2015 18:03 Slight Dark with streetlights Unknown Dry 2x Car Driver failed to look properly, disobeyed traffic light and collided with ongoing car at the junction

52474 24/02/2016 07:08 Slight Daylight Fine Wet 2x Car
Car moving on  green signal collided with other driver at the middle of the junction who allegedly disobeyed 
traffic signal.

70830 27/05/2016 21:46 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Driver impaired by alcohol disobeyed red signal and collided with another car.

252474 08/12/2017 12:00 Slight Daylight Fine Dry Car / Car
Car disobeyed traffic signal due to dazzling sun and collided with ongoing ambulance on call which 
misjudged its speed. Traffic signal was changed abruptly due to ambulance priority.

297196 18/04/2018 09:58 Slight Daylight Fine Dry
2x HGV /  3x 
Car

Rear end shunt involving five vehicles.

NCT150032 18/02/2015 08:55 Slight Daylight Fine Wet Motorcycle Driver slipped off road surface when entering roundabout and came off his bike.

NC94978 29/10/2015 12:20 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

47253 07/02/2016 21:45 Slight Dark with streetlights
Rain with 
high winds

Wet Car Driver struck kerb due to slippery road.

48272 10/02/2016 08:30 Slight Daylight Fine Wet 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

88911 27/06/2016 08:35 Slight Daylight Fine Dry HGV / Car
HGV on wrong lane in roundabout turned right into the path of the car which struck a lamppost whilst trying 
to avoid the HGV.

90176 02/07/2016 06:25 Slight Daylight Unknown Dry
Pedal Cycle / 
Car

Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

96264 20/07/2016 19:20 Slight Daylight Rain Wet 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles in which one driver was impaired by alcohol.

100844 22/08/2016 17:30 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles in which one driver was impaired by drugs.

110811 15/09/2016 17:20 Serious Daylight Fine Dry Motorcycle / Car
Car in the wrong lane turned across the path of the motorcycle intending to go straight ahead at roundabout 
and collision occurred.

131841 15/11/2016 14:40 Slight Daylight Fine Wet 2x Car
Car in the wrong lane turned across the path of the other car in lane two on the roundabout and collision 
occurred.

161977 13/02/2017 13:40 Slight Daylight Fine Wet Car Driver using mobile phone lost control and veered into the central reservation.

205591 07/07/2017 19:50 Serious Daylight Unknown Dry Motorcycle / Car
Car travelling in lane 1 cut across the motorcycle travelling in lane 2 and the motorcycle collided with the 
car.

228684 15/09/2017 11:35 Slight Daylight Unknown Dry Car Ill or disabled driver overshot junction and collided with tree off the carriageway.

237822 20/10/2017 06:30 Slight Dark without streetlights Fine Wet Motorcycle / Car Unknown vehicle came at speed at roundabout and collided with a motorcycle and a car.

268154 30/01/2018 22:40 Slight Dark with streetlights Rain Wet Car Driver overtaking returned too quick into lane and overturned due to instability.

297027 25/04/2018 02:07 Slight Dark with streetlights Rain Wet Car Driver entered roundabout with speed and collided with traffic sign.

315437 07/07/2018 20:15 Slight Daylight Fine Dry Car Driver suffered medical episode and left the carriageway.

321898 30/07/2018 14:25 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Car trying to change lanes collided with another car in other lane.

320606 20/08/2018 22:45 Serious Dark with streetlights Fine Dry 2x Car
Driver impaired by drugs was travelling too fast on roundabout carriageway failed to give way and lost 
control, colliding with other car.

NC79880 23/04/2014 08:24 Slight Daylight Fine Dry Motorcycle / Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

128162 24/10/2016 14:30 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 4x Car Rear end shunt involving four vehicles.

169541 15/03/2017 17:54 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 3x Car Rear end shunt involving three vehicles.

324046 04/08/2018 10:35 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

345683 29/10/2018 09:05 Slight Daylight Fine Wet 3x Car
Car lost control along carriageway and left the road to the offside entering the grass verge / central reserve. 
This caused debris to hit the other vehicles.

350433 20/11/2018 18:11 Slight Dark without streetlights Fine Wet 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

11 A47 Yarmouth Road

Within the latest five-year study period, there have been six slight collisions of which all 
except one were rear end shunt type collisions. 

It concluded that there is a pattern of collisions involving rear end shunts.

6 A146 (Loddon Road) junction with slip road onto A47

Within the latest five-year study period there have been seven slight collisions at Cluster 
site 6. In total of the seven collisions, six were collisions between vehicles turning right 
from the A47 south bound off-slip and vehicles going east on the A146.

It is therefore considered that there is a pattern of collisions involving vehicle 
contravening the existing traffic signals.  

10 A47 Cucumber Lane Roundabout

The roundabout junction has experienced 16 slight and three serious collisions within the 
latest five-year study period. A review of the collisions has indicated five were rear end 
shunt type collisions, six were attributable to drivers colliding with other vehicles whilst 
negotiating the roundabout and eight were loss of control collisions. 

The rear end shunt type collisions all occurred on the A47 approaches to the roundabout 
with four occurring on the western arm and one on the eastern arm. The collisions 
resulting from drivers colliding with other vehicles whilst negotiating the roundabout all 
occurred as vehicles traveling from west to east through the roundabout.  The loss of 
control collisions occurred on all approaches to the roundabout, with five of the eight 
collisions due to loss of control occurring whilst the carriageway was wet.

It concluded that there is a pattern of collisions involving rear end shunts and poor 
positioning for vehicles approaching the roundabout from the west. 



Ref. Location Collision ID Date Time Severity Light Weather
Road 
surface

Vehicle types Summary of collision Summary of cluster

NC78102 08/02/2014 15:10 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Car collided with vehicle on offside lane while pulling out from central reservation.

NC78170 10/02/2014 17:54 Slight Dark with streetlights Fine Dry 2x Car Car collided with vehicle on offside lane while pulling out from central reservation.

NC78687 05/03/2014 19:30 Slight Dark with streetlights Fine Dry 2x Car Car intending on turning pulled out from minor road and collided with vehicle ongoing on carriageway.

NC87367 18/01/2015 17:49 Serious Dark with streetlights Fine Ice 2x Car
Car pulled out of minor road with intention of turning right and collided with vehicle ongoing on main 
carriageway.

NCT150199 25/11/2015 05:10 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car
Car pulled out of minor road with intention of turning right and collided with vehicle ongoing on main 
carriageway.

63188 10/04/2016 10:20 Slight Daylight Fine Dry Motorcycle / Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

63764 04/05/2016 22:45 Serious Dark Fine Dry Motorcycle / Car Car pulled out of minor road and collided with vehicle ongoing on main carriageway.

72383 05/06/2016 15:14 Serious Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car
Car pulled out of minor road in which the other car on the main carriageway swerves to the nearside to 
avoid the car thus colliding with the lamp post on the verge.

87913 08/07/2016 08:00 Slight Daylight Rain Wet 2x Car Car pulled out or minor road into the path of oncoming traffic and collision occurred.

92085 26/07/2016 16:15 Slight Daylight Fine Wet 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

118505 30/09/2016 15:10 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Car pulled out of minor road  and collided with vehicle ongoing on main carriageway.

160429 01/02/2017 07:30 Slight Daylight Fog Wet
Car / 3x Goods 
Vehicle

Collision involving two goods vehicles and a car occurred as they crossed the carriageway.

173539 05/04/2017 12:20 Slight Daylight Unknown Dry 2x Car Driver error as car pulled out of minor road and collided with vehicle ongoing on main carriageway.

176818 14/04/2017 22:15 Slight Dark with streetlights Rain Wet Car Driver lost control due to aquaplaning.

220050 27/08/2017 19:58 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

234848 10/10/2017 08:20 Slight Daylight Fine Wet 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

261956 04/01/2018 18:57 Slight Dark with streetlights Fine Dry 2x Car Car pulled out of minor road and collided with vehicle ongoing on main carriageway.

344926 24/10/2018 12:57 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

NC86567 16/12/2014 09:50 Slight Daylight Fine Wet LGV / Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

NC98649 09/01/2016 16:46 Slight Dark with streetlights Fine Wet 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

61470 17/04/2016 16:10 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

70103 02/05/2016 19:15 Slight Dark without streetlights Rain Wet Car Car skid as it was trying to brake to avoid collision with vehicle ahead.

181492 13/05/2017 01:30 Fatal Dark Fine Dry
Car / Conveying 
Vehicle

Car continued over a traffic island and roundabout and collided with a tree before colliding with the 
conveying vehicle.

NC77901 21/01/2014 09:30 Slight Daylight Fog Dry
LGV / Car / 
HGV

Rear end shunt involving three vehicles.

NC82153 20/07/2014 20:06 Serious Daylight Fine Dry Motorcycle / Car
Car tries to overtake as motorcycle behind is also overtaking and motorcycle then left carriageway to 
offside to avoid collision.

NCT140149 29/07/2014 19:43 Slight Daylight Fine Dry Car Distracted driver lost control and left road to offside.

61500 17/04/2016 07:40 Slight Daylight Wind Dry 2x Car
Car attempting to overtake three vehicles in front of him swerved into the nearside of the carriageway and 
collided with another car.

162959 16/02/2017 18:45 Slight Dark Fine Dry 5x Car Rear end shunt involving five vehicles.

180135 22/04/2017 17:58 Slight Daylight Fine Dry Car
Driver got his foot stuck between the brake and accelerator while trying to brake, causing him to leave the 
carriageway.

227326 13/09/2017 18:21 Slight Daylight Fine Wet Car Motorcycle which braked for stationary traffic ahead skidded on damp road and fell.

234357 10/10/2017 17:05 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 3x Car Rear end shunt involving three vehicles.

295093 17/04/2018 17:58 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 8x Car Rear end shunt involving eight vehicles.

289520 18/04/2018 14:40 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

297065 18/04/2018 18:14 Serious Daylight Fine Dry 9x Car Rear end shunt involving nine vehicles.

286456 19/04/2018 23:56 Serious Dark without streetlights Fine Dry 4x Car
Car collided with animal in the carriageway and lost control. Car behind stopped due to collision and another 
car travelling in opposite direction collided with them.

330008 01/09/2018 10:45 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 3x Car Rear end shunt involving three cars.

14 A47 New Road

There have been 10 slight and three serious collisions within the five-year study period of 
which approximately nine were rear end shunt type collisions and two were due to 
overtaking manoeuvres. Of the nine rear end shunt collisions, eight involved eastbound 
vehicles of which a majority stopped as a result of stationary traffic. 

It concluded that there is a pattern of collisions involving rear end shunts.

12 A47 North Bulringham

Within the latest five-year study period there have been 15 slight and three serious 
collisions. These 18 collisions comprised of 12 collisions between turning vehicles, five 
rear end shunt type collisions, and one loss of control collision due to aquaplaning.

A detailed review of the 12 turning collisions has identified that six occurred as vehicles 
turned from B1140 to the A47, four of which were right turning.  In addition, four 
collisions occurred as vehicles turned from Acle Road to the A47, two of which were right 
turning and two left turning.  The remaining two turning collisions occurred as vehicles 
turned right from the A47 on to the B1140 and Acle Road. 

It is concluded that there is a pattern of collisions involving vehicles turning from the side 
roads on to the A47.

13 A47 New Road roundabout with A1064

Within the latest five-year study period four slight and one fatal collision have been 
recorded at this junction.  The fatal collision involved a young driver who lost control and 
went over the central island and roundabout and finally collided with a recovery vehicle.  
The four remaining slight collisions involved three rear end shunts and one loss of control 
collision where the driver attempted to avoid a rear end shunt. 

The four rear end shunt type collisions involved drivers approaching the roundabout from 
the east, three of which occurred when the carriageway was wet.  

It concluded that there is a pattern of collisions involving rear end shunts.



Ref. Location Collision ID Date Time Severity Light Weather
Road 
surface

Vehicle types Summary of collision Summary of cluster

NC81388 21/06/2014 13:30 Serious Daylight Fine Dry 3x Car Car turning right out of Branch Road collided with a car on the A47 which then hits another car on the A47.

NC88296 21/02/2015 15:50 Slight Daylight Fine Dry LGV / Car Rear end shunt by car on LGV.

NCN92525 01/08/2015 17:20 Slight Daylight Fine Dry LGV / 2x Car Rear end shunt involving three vehicles.

66545 19/04/2016 09:25 Slight Daylight Fine Dry HGV / 2x Car Rear end shunt involving three vehicles caused by animals on carriageway.

162927 18/02/2017 17:05 Slight Dark with streetlights Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

175989 08/04/2017 09:50 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

260087 28/12/2017 13:28 Slight Daylight Fine Wet 3x Car Rear end shunt involving three vehicles.

327568 10/08/2018 15:40 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

NC77398 11/01/2014 10:22 Slight Daylight Fine Wet HGV / Car HGV turning right took wide angle and collided with the car turning right onto Acle.

NC83735 08/09/2014 17:40 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

NC91987 18/07/2015 12:40 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

73183 12/05/2016 13:38 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 3x Car Rear end shunt involving three vehicles.

122356 23/10/2016 16:30 Slight Daylight Fine Dry
Car / Goods 
Vehicle

Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

146254 27/12/2016 10:30 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Collision occurred due to driver driving in wrong lane.

158873 31/01/2017 06:08 Slight Dark with streetlights Fine Wet Motorcycle / Car Car failed to give way and collided with motorcycle on carriageway.

257536 21/12/2017 07:05 Slight Dark with streetlights Rain Wet 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

NC77837 30/01/2014 17:43 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Driver fell asleep, lost control and veered into oncoming vehicle.

NC90542 20/05/2015 17:10 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

50987 16/02/2016 21:50 Slight Dark without streetlights Rain Wet Motorcycle Driver lost control while riding around a corner. Miss plotted, noted at A47

55353 24/03/2016 18:45 Slight Dark without streetlights Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

93082 26/07/2016 18:00 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 3x Car Rear end shunt involving four vehicles.

110181 12/09/2016 12:08 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 4x Car Rear end shunt involving four vehicles.

175409 11/04/2017 10:35 Slight Daylight Fine Dry
2x Car / 2x 
Goods Vehicle

Rear end shunt involving four vehicles.

325693 07/08/2018 15:56 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

322684 22/08/2018 11:20 Serious Daylight Fine Dry Motorcycle / Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

338874 04/10/2018 14:35 Slight Daylight Fine Dry
3x Goods 
Vehicle / Car

Rear end shunt involving four vehicles.

344325 10/11/2018 17:20 Serious Dark without streetlights Fine Dry
2x Car / Goods 
Vehicle

Rear end shunt involving three vehicles.

NC92044 15/07/2015 11:14 Slight Daylight Fine Dry
Goods Vehicle / 
Car

Load on goods vehicle fell on the car as they exited the roundabout.

91539 23/05/2016 18:37 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Driver entered roundabout and crossed lane on the exit colliding with other vehicle.

183590 01/05/2017 21:45 Slight Dark Unknown Dry 2x Car Head on collision involving two vehicles as one vehicle was travelling on the wrong lane.

237495 21/10/2017 09:40 Slight Daylight Unknown Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

257046 29/11/2017 06:45 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

276434 06/03/2018 21:29 Slight Dark with streetlights Fine Wet 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

321955 30/07/2018 11:15 Slight Daylight Fine Wet 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

16 A47 / Acle New Road / Runham Road Roundabout

The roundabout junction has experienced eight slight collisions within the latest five-year 
study period.  Of these eight collisions, five were rear end shunt type collisions, one 
resulted from a driver driving in the wrong lane, and one occurred due to a driver failing 
to give way at the roundabout. The eighth collision occurred as an HGV turning right took 
a wide angle and colliding with a second vehicle.

It concluded that there is a pattern of collisions involving rear end shunts.

19
A12 Roundabout with Gapton Hall Road and pasteur 

Road

The roundabout junction has experienced seven slight collisions within the latest five year 
study period.  Of the seven collisions, four were rear end shunts with three occurring on 
the A12 southbound approach to the roundabout and one on the A12 northbound 
approach.  The remaining collisions include a vehicle colliding with a load that had been 
shed by the vehicle in front, a collision between vehicles due to a driver going the wrong 
way at the roundabout and a collision between two vehicles on the roundabout due to 
drivers not staying in lane whilst negotiating the roundabout.

It is concluded that there is no significant emerging pattern in collision type and location 
and collision types are typical for a roundabout junction. 

17 A47 River Yare Bridge

Within the latest five-year study period, there have 10 collisions of which nine were rear 
end shunt type collisions, seven of which resulted in slight in jury and two in serious 
injury. The remaining collision was a result of a driver falling asleep and colliding with an 
oncoming vehicle. 

It concluded that there is a pattern of collisions involving rear end shunts.

15 A47 junction with Branch Road

During the latest five-year study period there have been seven slight collisions and one 
serious collision. In total of the eight collisions, seven were rear end shunt type collisions 
and one was as a result of the vehicle pulling out into the path of an oncoming vehicle on 
the main carriageway. 

Of the seven rear end shunt type collisions, four occurred due to queuing as a result of a 
vehicle waiting to turn right from the A47 (approaching from the west) on to Branch 
Road.

It is concluded that there is a pattern of rear end shut collisions related to vehicles 
turning right into Branch Road.



Ref. Location Collision ID Date Time Severity Light Weather
Road 
surface

Vehicle types Summary of collision Summary of cluster

132192 13/11/2017 11:31 Slight Daylight Fine Wet 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

190873 22/05/2017 08:35 Slight Daylight Fine Dry
2x Car /  Pedal 
Cycle

Rear end shunt involving three vehicles.

231388 27/09/2017 06:54 Slight Daylight Fine Dry Car Driver collided with lamppost and trees as it swerved to avoid collision with turning vehicle.

232340 02/10/2017 01:52 Slight Dark without streetlights Fine Dry Car Driver struck the roundabout.

264767 16/01/2018 17:35 Slight Dark without streetlights Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

NC96568 26/12/2015 09:55 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Car pulled out of minor road and collided with vehicle ongoing on main carriageway.

NC96851 09/01/2016 09:50 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

47024 06/02/2016 21:35 Slight Dark without streetlights Fine Dry 2x Car Car turning right into minor road turned across the path and collided with oncoming vehicle.

87869 08/07/2016 13:55 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car
Object flew off carriageway and collided with a stationary vehicle as a police vehicle was travelling at speed 
through the junction.

234832 19/09/2017 07:20 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 3x Car Rear end shunt involving three vehicles.

249962 11/12/2017 17:15 Slight Dark without streetlights Fine Wet 2x Car Car pulled out of minor road and collided with vehicle ongoing on main carriageway.

279986 22/02/2018 07:50 Serious Daylight Fine Dry Motorcycle / Car Car pulled out of minor road and collided with vehicle ongoing on main carriageway.

NC83989 24/09/2014 17:00 Slight Daylight Fine Dry
Pedal Cycle / 
Car

Car collided with pedal cycle as it exited roundabout.

NC84888 22/10/2014 00:27 Slight Dark with streetlights Fine Dry Car Drunk driver lost control on roundabout and collided with lamppost.

86492 21/06/2016 08:50 Slight Daylight Fine Dry HGV / Car HGV in the wrong lane on the roundabout turned into the path of the car and collided with the car.

100704 22/08/2016 10:40 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

240020 02/11/2017 09:30 Slight Daylight Fine Dry Motorcycle / Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles.

282787 20/03/2018 15:49 Slight Daylight Fine Dry HGV / Car Car drifted out of lane and collided with HGV.

287219 21/03/2018 12:18 Serious Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Collision on roundabout carriageway involving two vehicles.

299078 13/05/2018 10:30 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Car entered roundabout and collided with upcoming car.

328167 20/08/2018 14:20 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Rear end shunt involving two vehicles on roundabout carriageway.

349553 16/11/2018 10:36 Slight Daylight Fine Dry 2x Car Car in wrong lane cut across other car in roundabout and collided with the car.

Within the latest five-year study period there have been seven collisions, of which six 
were slight in severity and one was serious.  In total of the seven collisions, four were 
collisions between vehicles turning in or out of Church Street and two were rear end 
shunt type collisions. The seventh collision was due to a loose object flying off the 
carriageway when a high-speed police vehicle passed.

It is therefore considered that there is a pattern of collisions between turning vehicles.

22 A140 Church Street

23 A149 Acle New Road roundabout with Fuller's Hill

Within the latest five-year study period the roundabout junction has experienced 10 
collisions, of which, nine resulted in slight and one in serious injury. In total of the 10 
collisions, three were rear end shunts and two were attributable to collisions due to 
drivers not staying within their lane whilst negotiation the roundabout. The remaining two 
collisions involved a single vehicle losing control and a car colliding with a pedal cycle.

It is concluded that there is no significant emerging pattern in collision type and location 
and collision types would be typical for a roundabout junction. 

20 A12 Roundabout with Lowestoft Road

Within the latest five-year study period the roundabout junction has experienced five 
slight collisions. Of the five collisions, three were rear end shunts, of which two occurred 
on the A12 southern approach and one on the A12 northern approach.  The remaining 
two collisions involved a single vehicle losing control and a vehicle swerving to avoid a 
collision with a turning vehicle.

It is concluded that there is no significant emerging pattern in collision type and location 
and collision types would be typical for a roundabout junction. 


